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ABSTRACT 

Satish Chandra's paintings are executed dramatic, romantic subjects by emphasizing luminosity, and 

atmosphere. His renowned use of color is directly linked to his use of light. He had a love of depicting 

color in new and experimental ways and this was heavily influenced by the different ways objects would 

look depending on the time of day. Such a pursuit, which included both night and day, meant that 

Chandra's use of color was widely ranged. His use of dark tones was often utilized in order to further 

highlight his use of brighter colors.  

Satish Chandra was heavily influenced by the masters that came before him. After closely studying the 

techniques of fellow Romantic landscape artists, John Constable and JWM Turner, Chandra began to 

develop his own unique Individualistic style. His greatest influence however, came du ring his travels 

when he witnessed nature of northern plain of India.  

Chandra's personal Impressionist ability is said to have reached its peak with his Messy Jungle and 

Mountainscape series and Blossom series and these paintings were what most people think of when 

considering Chandra's illustrious career. After this high point came Chandra's continued pursuit of 

actualizing the effects of the changing day on scenes.   

Keywords: Actualizing, Atmosphere, Blossom, Dramatic, Individualistic Style, Impressionist, 

Illustrious, Luminosity, Optimist,Portray, Romantic Landscape, The Techniques. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Satish Chandra have long known that distant objects close to the horizon appear bluer and get lighter the further 

away they are. The traditional approach has been to paint atmospheric perspective softly, using as well-blended 

and diffused a brushstroke as possible to make the imagery appear further away. He shakes up that tradition by 

vigorously attacking this area with his signature short, choppy strokes, once again coaxing the viewer to 

“optically blend” the strokes and values, and it still fades into the background. 

His style notably changed towards his later life as he sought to pursue even more means of depicting natural 

lights effect on different scenes. One of the best example of this series are mountains cape. Chandra sought to 

thoroughly depict the changing look of something as ordinary as composition depending on the time of day they 

were seen.  
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Some of Chandra‟s paintings from this early period show that he made initial sketches in charcoal on the canvas 

before applying paint layers. No preparatory drawing could be identified under the paint layers of this work. 

Instead, the composition of the painting was marked out using paint. These initial lines of paint were applied in 

narrow continuous brush-strokes. The blue and green horizontal strokes across the center of painting, were 

applied during this stage indicate the edge of Water Resources, Messy Jungle and the beginning of land. 

Hehad not use the traditional technique of applying thin glazes to build up shadow and form. Instead, his most 

striking effects were created using a single color, quite thickly applied using a bold, flat and even-loaded stroke. 

This type of brushwork has been given the termtache, the French word for „blot‟ or „stain‟. The tache technique 

of paint application signaled a move away from the traditional method of blending colors on the canvas.  

His career were marked by several influential figures and mentors like SudhirKhastagir (who was the principal 

of the College of Arts and Crafts), NityanandMahapatra, B.N. Arya, R.S. Bist and M.L. Nagar, combined with 

his endless creativitytaught in Luchnow Government Art College that would later play a key part in the 

development of his own style. 

II. THE BEGINNING 

The landscape is basically the composition of vertical and horizontal 

line it is classified in too many types such as landscape (about land), 

sea scape, mountain scape, city scape, mind scape (which creates by 

memory) creative landscape etc. Though most of the Satish‟s painting 

was done with oil on canvas medium but he was well versed with 

water color.  

He has also used water color on paper it was one of the best plain air 

work. Here Satish uses cobalt blue to create calm and cool sky that 

shows the endlessness, opposite to this he used little quantity of 

lemon yellow as hue which enhances the charm, youth fullness of 

painting. In the right hand side he placed some boat as focal 

point by using dark brown color with the help of black, to engage the viewer he put some landscape working 

figure which gives dimension and action to the painting when we go through the details the figure, Satish used 

brown and Prussian blue and to show the clothes he had added some crimson red.  

To highlight the fore ground figures he has put another dark figure to the extreme right, the boat will be 

balanced by the left space for white flake having the vertical line with 110-115 degree  angle but the right flake 

is placed with 75- 80  degree angle. On other hand the white balances by using some black line on the right hand 

side, in the foreground on the extreme right we found some tints of permanent yellow with merge of black, it‟s 

just gives the impression of a  piece of broken boat which enhance the composition, on opposite to background 

(sky) here Chandra placed very boldly opposite color wheel  yellow ochre, brown and finally the artist uses 

some moving white birds which help to create a path for viewers where spectator enjoy the circular eye 

Figure 1 The Beginning 
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movement and gives the dramatic essence to the whole painting, he also shows reflection of boat and finally at 

the top of the extreme left he uses lemon yellow without losing its calmness.  

 

 

III. AFTER RAIN 

In this painting Satish Chandra beautifully divided the space 

distribution by using proper use of positive and dead space. 

The final output of the painting is fresh and graceful the color 

scheme is very calm and cool. He used maximum shades of 

green and vibrant sky blue (cobalt blue) the painting was based 

on one point prospective and the interesting part of the painting 

is the formation of tree which is not in a straight position. It 

slightly tilted towards the left that indicate the stormy weather 

with the feelings of rainy day, again light plays a vital role to 

the painting. Light is diffused and spread evenly. The softness of light enhances the values of greenery. 

 Here Satish Chandra put lots of thing which creates a dramatic effect and bound the spectator‟s eye and engages 

them successfully. First of all when we focus on the right hand side of midground (middle part) a hut created 

with yellow ochre which is softly mix with the greenly field and two men doing some work near the hut the 

figure are cleverly done, it is only the impression and the gesture is not very clear but it is defined by the two 

different shades like scarlet (shades of red) with pinch of pale yellow ( off white having few quantity of yellow) 

then secondly the curvy water reserves play important role in this painting it gives depth to the painting and 

reflects that one point prospective and it upholds the white color balance.  

The whole of green between the path of the river shows the up and down of the land that gives the ideal 

structure to his landscape. In the third figure he showed his one of the best iconic style that is the innovative 

form of trees with its wash technique.  

Here he use cerulean blue though the background done by cobalt blue and both are softly mixed,  but his 

mastery is to mix the cerulean blue with small quantity of sap green that gives the soft effect to the background 

without losing the impression of trees. Secondly, the trees is slightly bend towards the right that shows the 

windy weathers also adds on part of his creation and finally the fourth segment the signature style of Chandra 

endless sky having the tri color the mixture of cerulean blue, lemon yellow, with the little amount of the darker 

shades of violet and the white itself speaks the maturity of the master work some moving birds figure given the 

dimension and the motion to the painting.  

 

 

Figure 2 After Rain 
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IV. THE SILENCE 

It‟s very difficult to handle the permanent yellow on white canvas 

because its intensity is so high. It‟s only the masters who can do 

this type of color application as well as simplify the composition. 

Here one can easily notice the purity and transparency of the holy 

painter. 

In this painting the maximum parts are cover with permanent 

yellow and rest part in foreground and mid ground is covered 

with the gradient of green. From Light green (sap green) to the 

darker shades of green is obtained by mixing of green 

with Prussian blue and some stripe of cerulean blue is found in mid ground. Slightly on right hand side of the 

painting also he left some canvas white to demarked and enhance the charm of the painting just like his water 

color paintings. In this work, Chandra puts some hut which is slightly seen only the top of the roof is seen with 

brownish red in color and the surrounding is covered by dark color by using the mixture of green and Persian 

blue that shows the distance of the hut which is based so far.  

In the second picture Chandra show the flake of a boat which is lay down on the riverbank the only impression 

of red colored is seen its very difficult to recognize the form of the boat some line is clearly visible that‟s 

assume to be boat like impression here in this approach Chandra‟s act for the revival of traditional approach of 

landscape painting so he work as a contemporary painter.  

In third segment he had shown some trees in two different color, he used darker blue almost black and in 

opposite to that he had used cerulean blue as he is very fond of this color the placement of trees lies in mid 

ground of the painting basically the composition is balanced by putting trees both  on the extreme right and 

extreme left of the painting and finally the forth focal point he use his own signature which is placed in extreme 

left in foreground here by applying his signature he balanced the whole painting because of its innovative color 

scheme.  

His use darker shade for his signature in most light foreground (permanent yellow) this gives the understanding 

of a mature painter. Here he cares for one more things the signature is not in bold lines it diffuses and gives the 

blur effect which is given by the water color effect.     

V. THE SUNSET 

In this painting Chandra simply divided in three ground 

(foreground, mid ground, and back ground) in foreground he use 

vibrant warm cadmium yellow color which reflects the 

impression of water. In mid ground he use purple and the dark 

shades of brown and raw umber  its looks like the bushy jungle 

Figure 3 The Silence 

Figure 4 The Sunset 
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then in the immediate mid ground he justify the painting by using again cadmium yellow its seems to be sky 

which blends with Prussian blue that reflects the vastness of the sky. Instead of using warm color Chandra 

succeed to create the calmness in the particular painting. While we were going through the focal point of the 

painting, we had discussed the patchy white which is seen in the fore ground.  

On the middle part of the front side we clearly see the composition of vertical and horizontal line it slightly 

above the fore ground that‟s creates the dazzling sun effect which is white in color and the use of white color is 

success to balances the yellow of the foreground in parallel to this patch we found the horizontal line in textural 

form it gives the effect of dry pastel treatment without losing the softness of the medium.  

Secondly the artist shows some horizontal lines as well as he use some diagonal line which slightly bends 

towards the left bellow the horizontal line he put some lines with wet on wet technique that gives the calm and 

steadiness to the painting and whole composition is given the impression of boat which floats in water and one 

can easily differentiate the reflection of boat in water.  

To articulate this Chandra use dark brown color in opposite to yellow ochre this creates the pleasant 

environment to the painting, thirdly Chandra put white on slightly upward to the mid ground it seems to be the 

sun and the spreading white dot refer as the rays in comparative whole painting it cover a small space which 

create sunset scene forming one point prospective. The quantity of white in mid ground balance in opposite to 

white of fore ground without hampering the ambience of complete painting. Finally the forth focal point is one 

of his all-time favorite the vast and endless sky having moving bird‟s impression.  

Here he use bicolor scheme (permanent yellow and cobalt blue) and the birds are drawn by slightly darker 

shades. Birds are creating in their natural way they not seen in clumsy nor in scattered way andleft do enough 

space for free fly that‟s interesting about Satish and his understanding towards creature and his environment. 

VI. LIVELIHOOD 

 

Instead of dividing three grounds, here chandra uses only two 

grounds; foreground and background by using gobe yellow 

and voilet color and shades of yellow ochre in fore ground. 

The dividation of space in this work as simple like clasical 

painting, fore ground paint with gobe yellow and yellow 

ochere its seems to be the land and some white space is left in 

foreground that‟s look as river where some boat is drawn rest 

of the part (background) fill with voilet color which seems 

to be cloudy sky. 

In this painting chandra put many intresting focal points firstly he creates a fisher boat in dark brown and yellow 

ochere color where a fisherman do some work may collect the cath fishes, the dress code is clearly visible he 

Figure 5 Livelihood 
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wore a red dhoti with white kurta and had the turban (pagdi) near to this and slightly above the right side a red 

color flake is shown which balanced the contrast of red dhoti worn by the fisherman.  

The whole picture was based on Indian theme. In second focal point Chandra draws anather boat just parallel to 

the previous one but here the boat is placed slightly far from the previous boat in this concern satish put small 

figuare with impressionist style the only color that can be recognised is brown and dark red, here chandra uses 

purssian blue for the boat and the other part of the boat is done by yellow and dark brown and  here also some 

flake, rope and  bambo stik drawn with crimson red and bron, in his third focal point is placed on extreme left in 

background it is the part of sky but according its values the color bobe yellow and a pich of voilet balances the 

total amount of gobe yellow used in fore ground.  

The technique of this painting is just used as water color tretment and the softness is obtained due to wash 

tecnique and finally the last focal point of this work is a broken boat which lays down extreemly right of the fore 

ground. Here chandra use dark yellow with mix of brown (burnt saiena) it gives the effect of dusty and muddy 

land here the reflection of boat is clearly visible on water which enhences the charm to the painting another wow 

factor of this painting is that satish chandra puts many flying birds which is overall speared almost in all 

direction specially the one  bird that fly over the fisherman boat proves Chandra‟s honesty and clearity of the 

subject.     

VII. CONCLUSION 

Satish Chandra brushstrokes are incredibly simple as he live like a holy saint and he able to maintain the same 

level of spontaneity and energy throughout his last breath, he has create an optical mixture through his masterly 

strokes allowing the viewer‟s eye to “optically blend” color and value information.  

Most of the painting of Chandra he use color from direct from tube or he use knife for the layers the paint are 

thickly applied. This thicker paint is termed “impasto” and was applied with variously-sized brushes as well as 

knife as a result thisheavy impasto anticipate both the work of JWM Turner and Constable. 

Chandra was a Master of Indian art his water color painting he use wet in wet technique it given the result of 

wash painting though he was very much found of using water color and inspired by some Indian master like 

Abindranath Tagore, Badri Narayan Arya, Abdur Rahman Chugtai. 
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